As the size and complexity of software systems increases, the design and speci cation of overall system structure|or software architecture|emerges as a central concern. Architectural issues include the gross organization of the system, protocols for communication and data access, assignment o f functionality to design elements, and selection among design alternatives.
Introduction
As the size and complexity of software systems increase, the design and speci cation of overall system structure become a more signi cant issue than the choice of algorithms and data structures of computation DK76, Sha89 . Structural issues include the gross organization of the system; the global control structure; the protocols for communication, synchronization, and data access; the assignment of functionality to design elements; the composition of design elements; scaling and performance; and selection among design alternatives. This is the software a r chitecture level of design GS93b, PW92 . Abstractly, software architecture involves the description of elements from which systems are built, interactions among those elements, patterns that guide their composition, and constraints on these patterns. In general, a particular system is de ned in terms of a collection of components and interactions among those components. Such a system may in turn be used as a composite element in a larger system design.
The use of software architectures is pervasive in the informal diagrams and idioms that people use to describe system designs. Designers typically draw architectural" diagrams consisting of boxes and connecting lines, and allude to common paradigms for describing their meaning. For example, the relation between entities might be described as an instance of a client-server model," a pipeline," or a layered architecture."
Unfortunately, diagrams and descriptions such as these are highly ambiguous. At best they rely on common intuitions and past experience to have a n y meaning at all. Moreover, system designers generally lack adequate concepts, tools, and decision criteria for selecting and describing system structures that t the problem at hand. It is virtually impossible to answer with any precision the many questions that arise during system design. What is a pipeline" architecture, and when should one pick i t o ver, say, a layered" architecture? What are the consequences of choosing one structural decomposition over another? Which architectures can be composed with others? How are implementation choices related to the overall performance of these architectures? And so on.
The problem of describing structural decompositions more precisely has traditionally been addressed by modularization facilities of programming languages and module interconnection languages PDN86 . These notations typically allow an implementor to describe software system structure in terms of de nition use or import export relationships between program units. This supports many features for programming-in-the-large, such as separate compilation, well-de ned module interfaces, and module libraries.
However, as we show later, such language support is inadequate for architectural descriptions. In particular, descriptions at the level of programming language modules provide only a low-level view of interconnections between components, in which the only directly expressible relationships between components are those provided by the programming language. Moreover, they fail to provide a clean separation of concerns between architectural level issues and those related to choice of algorithms and data structures.
More recently, a n umber of component-based languages have been proposed and implemented. These languages describe systems as con gurations of modules that interact in speci c, predetermined ways such as remote procedure call, messages, or events Pur88, Kra90, P ou89, Mak92, Bea92 or enforce specialized patterns of organization D + 91, Ros85, L + 88 . While such languages provide new ways of describing interactions between components in a large system, they too are typically oriented around a small, xed set of communication paradigms and programming-level descriptions or they enforce a very specialized single-purpose organization. This makes them inappropriate for expressing a broad range of architectural designs.
In this paper we consider the need for new higher-level languages speci cally oriented to the problem of describing software architecture. First we show h o w ideas from classical" language design apply to the task of describing software architectures. We then detail the characteristics such languages should have in the areas of composition, abstraction, reusability, con guration, heterogeneity, and analysis. Finally, w e show h o w existing approaches fail to satisfy these properties, thus motivating the need for new language design. In taking this general point of view, the intention is not to propose a particular language|indeed, we believe that no single language will be su cient for all aspects of architectural description|but rather to establish the framework within which architectural language design must take place.
The Linguistic Character of Architectural Description
We n o w illustrate how the structure of the architectural task is amenable to treatment as a language problem and argue that the principles learned from the design of programming languages can serve us well in designing notations for software architecture. The argument is as follows:
Analysis of commonly-used architectures reveals common patterns, or idiomatic constructs. Those constructs rely on a shared set of common kinds of elements; similarly, they rely on a shared set of common intermodule connection strategies. Languages serve precisely the purpose of describing complex relations among primitive elements and combinations thereof. It makes sense to de ne a language when you can identify appropriate semantic constructs; we nd an appropriate basis in the descriptions of architectures.
Common patterns of software organization
Papers describing software systems often dedicate a section to the architecture of the system. This section typically contains a box-and-line diagram; usually boxes depict major components and lines depict some communication, control, or data relation among the components. The boxes and lines mean di erent things from one paper to another, and the terms in the prose descriptions often lack precise meaning. Nevertheless, important ideas are communicated by these descriptions. Some of the informal terms refer to common, or idiomatic, patterns used to organize the overall system. These are often widely used among software engineers in high-level descriptions of system designs. A number of the more pervasive patterns have been identi ed in descriptions of architectural idioms GKN88, GS93b, Sha89, Sha91 , and material based on these patterns is beginning to appear in courses on architectural design of software GSO + 92 .
Among the more common architectural patterns are:
Pipes and lters Graph of incremental stream transformers.
Examples: Unix pipes, signal processing.
Client-server
Shared services provided by request to distributed clients. Examples: File servers, distributed databases.
Hierarchical layers System partitioned into layers, which act as virtual machines.
Examples: OS kernels, ISO OSI.
Communicating processes
System is composition of independent, concurrent processes.
Examples: Many distributed systems.
Interpreter
Execution engine bridge gap between the abstract programs and the machine on which they must run. Examples: Rule-based systems, blackboard shell. Software developers would clearly bene t from having more precise de nitions of these structures, including the forms in which they appear and the classes of functionality and interaction they provide. Initial steps toward this goal have recently appeared GD90, GN91 .
Common components and interconnections
In the diagrams of architectural descriptions, the boxes usually have labels that are highly speci c to the particular system: lexical analyzer," alias table," requisition slip data le." The lines or sometimes adjacencies that represent i n teractions are similarly speci c: identi ers," update requests," inventory levels."
Examination of these descriptions shows that if the speci c functionality of the elements boxes is set aside, the remaining structural properties often fall into identi able classes. For example, here are some of the classes of components that appear regularly in architectural descriptions:
Pure computation Simple input output relations, no retained state.
Examples: math functions, lters, transforms.
Memory
Shared collection of persistent structured data.
Examples: database, le system, symbol The signi cant thing about these classes of components and forms of interaction is that they are shared by many di erent architectural idioms|that is, the higher-level idioms are composed from a common set of primitives.
Critical elements of a design language Speci cation Association of semantics to the syntactic forms For conventional programming languages, which deal with algorithms and data structures, the components include integers, oating point n umbers, strings, records, arrays, etc. The operators include iteration and conditional constructs and type-speci c operators such as +, -, *, . Abstraction rules allow de nition of macros and procedures. The closure rules of some languages, but not of others, make procedures rst-class entities; in a data abstraction language user-de ned types are supposed to be rati ed by the closure rule, but this is usually incompletely carried out. The speci cation of semantics may be either formal or informal e.g., the reference manual.
The language problem for software architecture Software architectures deal with the gross allocation of function to components in the system, with data and communication connectivity, and with overall performance and system balance. These are very di erent from the concerns of conventional programming languages. As a result, the speci c forms of the various language elements are also di erent:
Components Module-level elements possibly but not necessarily compilation units of a conventional programming language; kinds of components suggested above; kinds of components can be characterized and used in many di erent w ays.
Operators
Interconnection mechanisms as suggested above; most current systems now support only procedure call and perhaps shared data.
Patterns
Compositions e.g., client-server relation" in which code elements are connected in a particular way.
Closure
Conditions in which composition can serve as a subsystem in development of larger systems.
Speci cation Not only of functionality, but also of performance, fault-tolerance, etc. These identi cations of architectural components and techniques for combining them into subsystems and systems provide the basis for designing languages for architectural description. As we n o w detail, such a language would support not only simple expressions de ning connections among simple modules but also subsystems, con guration of subsystems into systems, and common paradigms for such combinations.
Desiderata for Architectural Description Languages
The broad outlines of a system to support architectural design are relatively clear from informal experience. Such a system must provide models, notations, and tools to describe architectural components and their interactions; it must handle large-scale, high-level designs; it must support the adaptation of these designs to speci c implementations; it must support user-de ned or applicationspeci c abstractions; and it must support the principled selection of architectural paradigms.
In such a system there is clearly a close interplay b e t ween language and environment: a language is necessary to have precise descriptions, while an environment is necessary to make those descriptions usable and reusable. However, focusing primarily on the linguistic issues, we can elaborate six classes of properties that characterize what an ideal architectural description language would provide: composition, abstraction, reusability, con guration, heterogeneity, and analysis.
Composition
It should be p ossible to describe a system as a composition of independent components and connections.
Composition capabilities allow independent architectural elements to be combined into larger systems. This has three important aspects: First, an architectural language must allow a designer to divide a complex system hierarchically into smaller, more manageable parts, and conversely, t o assemble a large system from its constituent elements. Second, the elements must be su ciently independent that they can be understood in isolation from the system in which they are eventually used. Third, it should be possible to separate concerns of implementation level issues such a s choice of algorithms and data structures from those of architectural structure.
The need to handle large-scale systems at suitably high levels of abstraction implies both that an architectural description must be modular and that new system elements can be created by combining existing ones. Modularity is required to factor a complex description into smaller conceptual units. The language's closure rule must allow e n tities of an architectural description to be viewed as primitive at one level of description and as composite structures at a lower level of description. The need for independence of architectural elements|both components and connections|follows from the desire to represent these elements as standalone de nitions. This not only makes it possible to reason about an architectural description in terms of its constituent parts, but also avoids preempting the use of those parts in many di erent contexts.
Needs for composition are evident in the use of common architectural idioms. For example, a pipeline architecture is modularized as a sequence of pipes and lters while a layered architecture is modularized as a collection of abstraction layers that interact according to established rules. Moreover, a lter in a pipeline architecture might itself be internally represented as another pipeline system or even as an instance of a completely di erent architecture. A pipe, which can be viewed abstractly as a simple connection of a pipeline architecture, might itself be internally represented as complex architecture such a s a l a yered protocol. Independence of pipes and lters allows us to understand a given instance of the architecture in terms of the functional composition of the elements. Independence also allows us to use pipes and lters in contexts other than strict pipeline architectures. For example, a lter might be used in any system that requires a data stream transformation. Similarly, a pipe might be used anywhere that data transmission is required|for example, between a console and a command interpreter in a user interface system.
Abstraction
It should be p ossible to describe the components and their interactions of a software architecture in a way that clearly and explicitly prescribes their abstract roles in a system. Abstraction addresses the need to describe design elements at a level that matches the intuitions of designers. It is not su cient to provide low-level mechanisms into which those intuitions can be translated. In particular, it should be possible to represent as rst class abstractions new architectural patterns and new forms of interaction between architectural elements.
In all software systems, abstraction is used to suppress unnecessary detail yet reveal important properties. For example, high-level imperative programming abstractions suppress issues such as register usage but reveal sequential control ow abstractions loops, exceptions, etc.. Similarly, programming language module interfaces suppress issues of implementation, but may reveal de nition use dependencies.
The architectural level of design requires a di erent form of abstraction to reveal high-level structure so that the distinct roles of each element in the structure are clear. Such a description is needed to make explicit the kind of architectural elements that are being used and the relationships between those elements. It is not enough, for example, to describe a system simply as a set of modules whose interfaces are collections of procedure calls, because the structural relationships between modules is encoded in the low-level details of procedure semantics and de nition use dependencies.
For example, architectural abstractions should be capable of explicitly indicating that components are related by a client-server relationship. While both the client and the server may b e implemented as a traditional module, the client-server-ness" of the architecture is not revealed simply by looking at the procedure call interfaces. In a similar way, it should be possible to describe a system of pipes and lters without having to rely on implicit coding conventions, or unstated assumptions about the operating environment e.g., that two processes will communicate through the Unix pipes.
Reusability
It should be p ossible to reuse components, connectors, and architectural patterns in di erent architectural descriptions, even if they were developed outside the context of the architectural system. While many languages permit reuse of individual components, few make it possible to describe generic patterns of components and connectors. Such patterns, or frameworks, should permit one to describe a family of system architectures as an open-ended collection of architectural elements, together with constraints on their structure and semantics. This form of reuse di ers from the reuse of components from libraries. Libraries supply complete closed or parameterized components whose identities are retained in the nal systems. Architectural patterns, however, require further instantiation of substructure and inde nite replication of relations. That is, component libraries supply leaves of the is-composed-of" structure of a system, whereas architectural patterns supply sets of internal nodes.
Systems are rarely conceived in isolation; they are usually instances of a family of similar systems that share many architectural properties. These shared properties may be structural|such a s a speci c topology of components and connectors. Or they may simply represent constraints on the use of certain kinds of architectural elements, without de ning how they should be connected. An architectural language must permit the characterization of these shared properties.
Needs for reusability go considerably beyond the capabilities of most module constructs provided by programming languages. Typically such modules can be parameterized, as with Ada generics or SML functors. But few languages allow one to talk about parameterized collections of modules, or structural patterns. As a simple example, consider a pipe-line architecture, which uses pipes and lters as its basic architectural elements, but also constrains the topology to be a linear sequence.
Con guration
Architectural descriptions should localize the description of system structure, independent of the elements being structured. They should also support dynamic recon guration.
Properties of con guration permit the architectural structure of a system to be understood and changed without having to examine each of the individual components in a system. A consequence is that a language for architectural description should separate the description of composite structures from the elements in those compositions. This allows reasoning about the composition as a whole.
Dynamic recon guration is needed to allow architectures to evolve during the execution of a system. This re ects common practice in which new components can be created by other components, and new interactions between components can be initiated. In an object-oriented architecture, for example it is essential to be able to create new objects; in a system of communicating processes it is often essential for processes to be created and killed.
Heterogeneity
It should be p ossible to combine multiple, heterogeneous architectural descriptions.
There are two distinct aspects of heterogeneity. The rst concerns the ability to combine di erent architectural patterns in a single system. For example, it should be possible to de ne a single component that communicates with some components through a pipe, but at the same time can access a shared database using an appropriate query protocol. Similarly, di erent levels of architectural description should be allowed to use di erent architectural idioms. For example, di erent l a yers in a layered architecture might be implemented in using di erent architectural organizations.
The second aspect of heterogeneity is the desirability of combining components that are written in di erent languages. Since an architectural description is at a higher level of abstraction than the description of the algorithms and data structures that are used to implement the computations, there is no logical reason about why these lower level descriptions must use the same notation. Indeed, module connection systems that support interaction between distinct address spaces often provide this capability e.g., Unix shell scripts, multiprocess message-passing systems, etc..
Analysis
It should be p ossible to perform rich and varied analyses of architectural descriptions.
Requirements of analysis address the ability to support automated and non-automated reasoning about architectural descriptions. Di erent architectures permit di erent kinds of analysis, and it should be possible to tailor the kind of analysis to the kind of architecture. This goes beyond the current support for analysis, which primarily consists of type checking.
When a designer uses a certain set of architectural elements to construct a system it is often because this choice enables analysis of specialized properties of that system. For example, in a pipe and lter architecture, it is possible to analyze properties of throughput, investigate questions of deadlock and resource usage, or infer the input-output behavior of a system from that of the component lters. It should be possible to tailor special-purpose analysis tools and proof techniques to these architectures.
Existing module connection languages provide only weak support for analysis. At best they provide some form of type checking across component boundaries. They rarely permit more semantically-based properties to be analyzed or even expressed. It is possible to add speci cation of input-output behavior and reason via procedure call proof rules. However, for many other forms of interaction, such a s e v ent broadcast, there are currently no corresponding systems of speci cation and analysis.
The need for enhanced forms of analysis are particularly important for architectural formalisms, since many of the interesting architectural properties are dynamic ones. For example, if a connector is associated with a particular protocol, it should be possible to reason about whether the use of that connector is correct in its context of use. Similarly, issues such as timing, performance, and resource usage may play a signi cant part in reasoning about whether a given architectural description is adequate.
The variability of kinds of analyses that one might w ant to perform on an architectural description argue strongly that no single semantic framework will su ce. Instead, it must be possible to associate speci cations with architectures as they become relevant to particular components, connectors, and patterns.
Problems with Existing Languages
Most existing notations for describing software architectures can be grouped into ve broad categories: informal diagrams, modularization facilities provided by programming languages, module interconnection languages, support for alternative kinds of interaction, and specialized notations for certain architectural styles. We n o w consider some of the ways in which each of these categories fails to satisfy the properties outlined earlier.
Informal Diagrams
Informal diagrams are typically used to convey a high-level view of system organization. These are frequently drawn as a graph of boxes and lines, where the boxes represent components of many di erent kinds, and the lines represent i n teractions. The meanings of both boxes and lines vary considerably from diagram to diagram, and may e v en vary within one diagram. Di erent kinds of components in a single diagram are often distinguished with boxes of di erent shapes, but di erent kinds of connectives are rarely distinguished visually. F or example, lines might represent data ow, control ow, an inheritance relationship, a contains" relationship, an type-instance relationship, function call, asynchronous message passing, etc.
The problems with such diagrams are relatively obvious. While they may o er a high level of abstraction, their informality is a serious drawback. Although they can convey intuitions e ectively, it may be impossible to use them for analysis, the relationship to implementations is tenuous at best, and they are typically constructed form scratch with each new application.
Modularization Provided by Programming Languages
The second approach t o a r c hitectural description is to use modularization facilities provided by a programming language. Representative examples include Simula classes, CLU clusters, Alphard forms, and Ada packages. These languages are based on the notion that a module de nes an interface, which declares a the facilities that it is providing to the system its exports and b the external facilities on which it depends its imports. In this context facilities" refer to the low-level entities variables, functions, types, etc. directly supported by the programming language used to de ne module implementations.
Modularization constructs were originally introduced to partition the code of a system so as to reduce complexity through abstraction, permit cooperative w ork, and allow incremental compilation of parts of a system. While programming language modules have had some success in raising software system construction to the level of programming-in-the-large", from the point of view of architectural description they have some serious aws.
Composition
Most modularization facilities permit hierarchical decomposition: modules may be declared within other modules. However, programming language modules provide poor support for independent composition of architectural elements, and they interfere with separation of structural concerns from programming concerns.
The rst problem is that inter-module connection is determined by name matching. It is common for a system to require that elements exported from one module be referred to by the same names in other modules. This is true, for example, for Ada and C. In Ada, modules packages are imported in their entirety via a with" clause. Suppose package Foo declares functions f and g. Then package Baz would use f and g by including the line with Foo at the beginning of the Baz package de nition and referring to f and g, with name quali cation, as Foo.f and Foo.g, respectively. I n C , F oo would be de ned by les Foo.c and Foo.h. Then Baz would include the line include Foo.h in Baz.c or possibly Baz.h and refer to functions f and g without name quali cation.
This scheme is good enough for the compiler to ensure that addresses match a t r u n time, but it provides poor support for architectural description. In particular, name matching interferes with independent development of modules by requiring the importing module to use the name by which an element is exported, rather than by a name more appropriately determined by the context of its use.
The second problem is that the use of imports and exports in module interfaces forces system interconnection structure to be embedded in module de nitions. Consequently, modules cannot be easily separated from the system in which they were originally de ned.
Third, the use of imports and exports confuses algorithmic with architectural description. When facilities are imported from another module, this may indicate interaction between two components of a system. But it might also simply represent the inclusion of lower-level facilities to aid in the implementation of the importing module|for example, by importing a library module.
Abstraction
Programming language modules represent module interfaces as collection of independent procedures, data, and possibly other nameable entities of the languages such a s t ypes and constants. As a result, system structure must be expressed in terms of the primitive constructs of the programming language at hand.
Typically, such modules provide only one or two forms of built-in interconnection mechanism. Usually the mechanism is procedure call and data sharing, but it may instead be pipes, message passing, or some other mechanism. While the use of a small set of mechanisms has the advantage of uniformity and simplicity, it also has the signi cant disadvantage that it preempts any other form of inter-module interaction.
Only rarely do existing systems support a richer vocabulary of architectural interconnection directly. The exceptions are usually in the form of support for one or a few additional simple connections, such as the Ada rendezvous. While these enlarge the vocabulary for architectural description, they do not provide a more general facility for user-de nable interactions.
The problem is perhaps not particularly severe at the programming language level, where a simple, uniform computational model is generally to be preferred over a large collection of mechanisms. But the architectural level of design requires a diverse collection of abstractions to represent even the most common forms of component i n terconnection Sha93 . Indeed, the interactions represented by lines in informal diagrams are drawn from a much richer and more abstract vocabulary than the language-supported mechanisms. While it is usually the case that most abstractions can be implemented by a mechanism such as procedure call or message passing, the inability to use more than the primitive programming-level forms of interaction in system de nitions has three negative consequences. First, it tends to force system designers to think of an architecture solely in terms of those primitive constructs. Second, it limits reusability, since components that make di erent assumptions about module interconnection cannot be included. Third, it limits the level of abstraction that can be used to describe interactions.
The consequence is that a major part of the system design|the description of the high-level interactions between modules|is not explicit. It is encoded in individual procedures calls, and shared data accesses; it is distributed through the code of multiple modules; it often remains undocumented; and it is exceedingly di cult to change.
Reuse
Programming modules provide poor support for reuse for many of the same reasons. Modules drawn from libraries include an explicit import statement or set of import statements rather than a requirement that certain speci ed other capability b e p r o vided. This interferes, rst, with the implementor's ability to select alternative algorithms and representations and, second, with the possibility of packaging the required capability in di erent w ays.
Further, even at their best, traditional schemes of module description support only reuse of the modules themselves. In particular, there is generally no support for reuse of patterns of composition.
Con guration
As we h a ve indicated, the use of imports and exports leads to a situation in which the connectivity structure of the system is distributed through the module de nitions. This makes it essentially impossible for a developer or maintainer to understand or analyze the structure as a whole.
The problem is mildly alleviated if build les, such as those used by Make F el79 , are used to show dependencies. However, these les are notoriously hard to read and write, they can easily diverge from the actual system, they may show indirect as well as direct dependencies, and they show only the fact of a dependency, not the nature of the connection or the designer's intention.
Finally, most module interconnection schemes allow only static con gurations: dynamic reconguration is not generally supported.
Heterogeneity
Heterogeneity is poorly supported. In general, modules written in di erent programming languages cannot be combined or can only be combined with special tools for inter-language procedure calls. Further, since only a few primitive forms of module interaction are supported, it is impossible to introduce new kinds of interaction without rst encoding them in the primitives at hand. Even worse, conventional programming languages provide no means for distinguishing among di erent kinds of elements. Since they also fail to support abstractions for interactions, they have n o w ay to express architectural paradigms, let alone ways to combine such paradigms.
Analysis
Programming language modules provide poor support for architectural analysis. This follows in part from the fact, mentioned above, that it is not easy to determine from imports and exports alone what the architectural structure of a system really is. Further, the use of name matching makes it di cult to check for consistency of interconnection. An inter-module connection system should help to ensure that the use of the imported element is consistent with the intentions of its exporter. Attempting to achieve this through name matching is insu cient, since name matching does not ensure proper use. We should require at least correspondence between signatures of functions, structures of types, and so on. Even better, it would be desirable to require consistency between formal speci cations.
Module Interconnection Languages
An alternative to the use of module interfaces for describing system composition is to use a special language for the task. These are sometimes called module interconnection languages" MILs Representative examples of early language designs include MIL75 and Intercol DK76, Tic79, PDN86 . A more recent example is the module description features of Standard ML SML MTH90 .
Module interconnection languages partially separate the description of a system con guration from the parts of the system that are being composed. Some also provide parameterization features for describing templates of system composition, by indicating how a set of module types can be combined to produce new module types. This has been shown to be e ective in particular for de ning layered systems, such as communication protocol stacks HL94 .
In these respects MILs satisfy some of the properties of composition and con guration better than programming language modules alone. However, they, too, are primarily concerned with resolving name bindings between de nitions and uses of low-level programming entities. In particular, they do not change the fact that only low-level interactions such as procedure call are supported. They also do not provide a fully general way to indicate reusable patterns of composition. So they share many of the shortcomings discussed in the previous section.
Languages that Support Alternative F orms of Interaction
Certain notations have been designed to make it easier to describe interactions beyond procedure call and data sharing. For example, Unix provides a shell language that supports direct de nition of pipes as connectors Bac86 . As another example, some systems support event broadcast by extending the facilities of a programming language SN92, GS93a . Ada supports intertask communication through rendezvous DoD83 .
Unfortunately, while all of these make it easier to describe some high-level interactions, none provide a more general facility for describing new abstractions for interaction. Hence, system builders must encode their intentions in terms of the speci c primitives at hand.
Notations for Specialized Architectural Styles
Recently, a n umber of systems have been developed to support speci c abstract paradigms. Some of these were mentioned in the introduction Pur88, Kra90, P ou89, Mak92, Bea92, MMHG92 . Each of these works through a speci c architectural style in detail. Most provide good high-level support for the paradigm of interest. However, these languages typically assume a homogeneous universe, and live as isolated systems. This makes it di cult to describe the preponderance of real systems that exhibit heterogeneity i n ternally, or that need to interoperate with other systems built in di erent s t yles.
Conclusions
This paper has examined the need for precise descriptions of software architectures and argued that this need can be addressed as a language design problem. We outlined six critical kinds of properties for architectural description and argued that software architectures require languages that are distinct from the programming languages we h a ve at our disposal. The core of the argument is that the semantic entities for architectural description are di erent and, further, we need a higher level of abstraction than conventional programming languages can provide.
In recognition of this fact, several new languages have recently been proposed to address the needs of architectural description. Rapide LAK + 95 provides a language whose interface model is based on SML augmented with events and event patterns. Event patterns can express richer aspects of module interaction than procedure call, and can also be used to de ne system communication topologies. UniCon SDK + 95 provides an architectural description language in which both components and connectors are de ned as rst class compositional entities. Wright A G94a, A G94b is an architectural speci cation language that makes the notion of rst-class connection precise by de ning the semantics of connectors as formal protocols in a variant of CSP Hoa85 . The Aesop System GAO94 provides a general framework for de ning many architectural languages, each s p ecialized to a particular architectural style. The core of Aesop is a generic architectural description language called Acme, from which the other more specialized forms are developed. All of these language proposals are currently at the level of research prototype: it remains to be seen how w ell they will address the requirements for architectural description as they become more mature.
